
 

Design and Engineering Principles 

Presented by Scott Wayne Indiana, Amanda Solarsh –both from the New York Hall of Science in the Queens 

and Gina Tesoriero from Simon Barusch Middle School 104. 

The New York Hall of Science has just opened a new exhibit on design principles – 75,000 sq. ft. of hands-on 

minds-on activities.  These activities have been tested in the classrooms of New York City public schools, Gina 

Tesoriero and another teacher who had participated in this trialing process were there.   Two specific activities 

were discussed.  These are geared for Middle School. 

Activity #1 Ratio & Proportion.  Students import a picture of themselves into a photograph of a building or 

some other object.  For example, a student can put themselves next to the Leaning Tower of Pisa and situate 

themselves, expanding the size of their photo, so it looks like they are trying to prevent the tower from falling.  

Another example, a student can shrink down a picture of themselves so it looks like they are a fairy or an elf 

standing on the leaf of a flower.  Besides the fun of doing this, there is learning centered on the math of 

calculating the percent to which a student will shrink or expand themselves in proportion to the size of the 

object which they will be next to.   

Activity #2 Structures.  This is the activity which was the focus of most of the workshop. 

 Challenge:  Your team has to create an emergency structure that holds 10 people.  (In our workshop we 

reduced the number to 3 people.) 

Constraints:  Your building materials are 18 inch dowels approximately ½ “diameter and rubber bands to hold 

the dowels together (see photos). 

In class, students had to draw a “to scale” design for the structure first then build it.  At the workshop, we got 

into teams and started to build right away.  The classroom teacher pointed out the value of students seeing 

“to-scale” drawings get “translated” into actual structures.  I can concur with the value of this experience.  On 

paper, even when drawn to scale, structures seem bigger than they actually are when you build them.  

 


